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     Bottling orders have eased now that school district pipelines have begun to balance out. The

     glut of milk throughout most of 2021 has passed due to lighter weekly milk output. However,

     this week milk was accessible because of lighter Class I intakes and seasonal

     temperature/humidity effects on cow comfort/milk production. Late summer rainfalls have

     benefitted soil conditions across the Corn Belt. Even in the Dakotas, which have been very

     dry, some rainfall has farmers a little more hopeful ahead of harvest. Third and/or fourth

     cutting of alfalfa is underway in some areas of the Central region/Midwest. Contacts say hay

     conditions should meet or beat their earlier expectations. Spot milk availability was a

     little more accessible due, at least in part, to the Labor Day weekend holiday. Spot milk

     prices ranged from $1 under to $.75 over Class III. Cheesemakers are running somewhat active

     schedules, although staffing and hauling issues continue to plague plant managers. Cream was

     also slightly more available, as churning and ice cream manufacturing were slowed by the

     holiday weekend. Contacts expect to get a better gauge on the markets next week, after the

     holiday dust has settled.

     The DMN monthly average of the range price series for Upper Midwest Class II cream during

     August was $2.2193, compared to $2.2554 in July.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -1.00 - .75

     Trade Activity: Moderate

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2700 - 1.3800

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.2978 - 2.4392

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.3000 - 1.3800
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


